Company Overview
Casa Systems is a leading provider of fixed, mobile, optical and Wi-Fi network solutions for
ultra broadband services, which require over 1Gbps throughput today and will require
10Gbps or more within the next decade. We are focused on and passionate about enabling
these services, regardless of access network type.

The shift toward ultra broadband
Ultra broadband is more than ultra fast. We firmly believe – and our long-term
strategic customers agree – that networks will converge, grow more dense, be more
intelligent, and offer a TCO that allows service providers to continue to invest in
solutions for an ultra broadband world. Ultra broadband services will require
ultra-fast, ultra-secure, and ultra-reliable connections. Those connections need to be
ubiquitous and work across any access type. And, the applications for ultra broadband
will be increasingly unique, leveraging programmable network parameters that
enhance QoE for subscribers, networks and applications.

Quick Facts

In addition to fixed broadband services, including DOCSIS 3.0/3.1, CCAP and
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Transformation through innovation

Recent accolades include:

Leading transformation is nothing new for Casa Systems. Since 2003, we’ve been
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transformational shift in the cable industry, we have been able to develop leading-edge
technologies and have been first to market to deliver innovative solutions that address
our customers’ problems. Our expertise in disruptive technologies is now driving the
broadband infrastructure offerings incorporate RF engineering, high-density access
aggregation, and extreme subscriber and session management capabilities –
all highly applicable to mobile and Wi-Fi networks, as well.
Of course, this innovation is driven by our close partnerships with our customers – we
listen to their needs and challenges and then apply our deep technological expertise
and engineering resources to address them. We are partnered with over 350 service
providers around the globe, improving their competitiveness in industries that
continue to face rising end-user and market demands.
Our agile development approach allows us to respond quickly to our customers’ needs
– and, in turn, gives them access to the capabilities, functionality and performance
they need to deliver new services more quickly, improve subscriber experience, and
maintain the competitive edge that is so critical to their own profitability.

This customer-focused approach has served as the foundation for some of
our greatest innovations – and is now enabling us to lead the ultra broadband
movement. Our spirit, combined with technology excellence and an experienced
leadership team raised within the networking and telecom industry, puts us in prime
position to disrupt the market. And we are prepared to do just that.

Uniquely qualified to help customers capitalize
What makes Casa Systems the ideal vendor to lead the evolution to ultra broadband?
Our combination of speed plus quality truly differentiates us – these are rare in cable
and telecom. Our structure, business model and laser-like focus on technology and
innovation make Casa Systems uniquely qualified to bring ultra broadband to the
cable and telecom markets. This, along with an unmatched commitment to our
customers, allows us to quickly respond to their needs – which is critical when issues
or questions relate to the network infrastructure on which they run their businesses.
For companies that are innovating and transforming the way an industry operates,
response time is crucial. Only a company structured with agility and focus in mind
can deliver that responsiveness. And that’s Casa Systems. We’re focused on
one thing: delivering ultra broadband solutions that are designed to meet the
exacting needs of our customers and empower them to respond to market
demands today and tomorrow.

Casa Systems is a leading provider of fixed, mobile and Wi-Fi network solutions for
ultra-broadband services. As the original supplier of commercially deployed CCAP
systems that deliver voice, video and data over a single port, Casa continues a tradition
of bringing leading edge solutions to hundreds of service providers around the world.
For more information, please visit us at www.casa-systems.com.
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